INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION
• Native Korean [l] 
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EXPERIMENT EXPERIMENT
•Subjects: 10 Korean speakers, normal hearing 10 English native speakers, normal hearing •Stimuli:
( • Replication with nonwords: Hwang, Broselow, Squires (2008) The results suggest that laterality alone is enough to cause Korean listeners to classify even a short [l] as [ll] .
METHOD: Mismatch Negativity METHOD: Mismatch Negativity
• Mismatch Negativity (MMN) indicates brain response to change in an auditory stimulus. MMN is elicited even in the absence of attention to stimulus (e.g., while watching a silent movie).
• Various experiments have shown much stronger MMN to acoustic differences that cross NL phoneme boundaries than to differences within phoneme categories. • Korean group showed a significantly larger negativity in the nasal pair(contrastive) than in the lateral pair(not contrastive).
• English group did not have significant difference between the nasal and lateral pairs (neither contrastive).
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CONCLUSION CONCLUSION
• Findings support the claim that auditory processing shows greater sensitivity to cues that signal lexical contrasts.
•Findings support the claim that foreign word adaptation may reflect misperception rather than misproduction. 
